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The acclaimed author of The Colony of Unrequited Dreams introduces us to the Johnstons of
Newfoundland in an intimate, captivating memoir of three generations of fathers and sons.The
New York Times called Wayne Johnston's The Colony of Unrequited Dreams "an eventful,
character-rich book...a brilliant and bravura literary performance." His marvelous new memoir,
Baltimore's Mansion, is equally impressive, filled with heart-stopping descriptions, a cast of
stubborn, acerbic, yet entirely irresistible family members, and an evocation of time and place
reminiscent of his best fiction.Charlie Johnston is the famed blacksmith of Ferryland, a Catholic
colony founded by Lord Baltimore in the 1620s on the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. For
his prowess at the forge, he is considered as necessary as a parish priest at local weddings. But
he must spend the first cold hours of every workday fishing at sea with his sons, one of whom,
the author's father, Arthur, vows that as an adult he will never look to the sea for his livelihood.In
the heady months leading to the referendum that results in Newfoundland being "inducted" into
Canada, Art leaves the island for college and an eventual career with Canadian Fisheries,
studying and regulating a livelihood he and his father once pursued. He parts on mysterious
terms with Charlie, who dies while he's away, and Art is plunged into a lifelong battle with the
personal demons that haunted the end of their relationship. Years later, Wayne prepares to
leave at the same age Art was when he said good-bye to Charlie, and old patterns threaten to
repeat themselves.At times a harrowing tale of trails in the darkness, of grand desolation and
dangerous coasts, Baltimore's Mansion speaks to us all about the hardships, blessings, and
power of family relationships, of leaving home and returning.

In this forceful, complex memoir, Wayne Johnston returns to the setting of his 1999 novel, The
Colony of Unrequited Dreams. Johnston doesn't just come from Newfoundland, remotest of
Canada's provinces; he comes from the Avalon Peninsula, the most isolated portion of
Newfoundland (and confused in young Wayne's boyish imaginings with the mythical Avalon,
where King Arthur sailed to be healed of mortal wounds). It's an apt metaphor for a land that
"was the edge of the known world, and looked it." Avalon's natives fiercely resented the 1948
referendum that joined Newfoundland to the Canadian Confederation--especially Johnston's
father, the memoir's central character, who keens for lost independence in a manner highly
reminiscent of Stephen Dedalus's father in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. Indeed,
parallels with Ireland are evident throughout, not just because the Johnstons are descended
from Irish immigrants but because the Newfoundlanders exhibit a similar passionate insularity
and zest for feuding among themselves. Johnston's muscular, plainspoken prose bears little
resemblance to that of James Joyce, but his themes of exile and loss, loyalty and betrayal, and
an ancient culture's ambivalent relationship with modernity resonate with the great writer's most



urgent concerns. --Wendy SmithFrom Publishers WeeklyReturning to the Newfoundland
trenchantly chronicled in his acclaimed recent novel The Colony of Unrequited Dreams,
Johnston has crafted a sensitive, occasionally elusive memoir centered on three generations of
men in his family. As in the novel, Newfoundland's "thirty thousand square miles of bogs and
barrens" prove an affecting backdrop. His grandfather eked out a living as a blacksmithAa dying
profession in the tiny town of FerrylandAwhile his father, Arthur, trained as an agricultural
technician but became a "fish-preoccupied, fish-infatuated man" who took a job as a codfish
industry inspector for the Fisheries of Canada. Striking passages recount Arthur's routine days
spent tasting cod in a laboratory, returning home unable to bear the sight or smell of fish, and his
travels around the province shutting down revoltingly unkempt processing plants. Johnston
remains preoccupied with the fierce debates over the former British colony's 1948 confederation
with Canada, a stinging defeat for his father and others who yearned for an independent
Newfoundland nation. That bitterly contested vote, which saddled the province with billions of
dollars of debt and hastened the demise of its rich, insular culture, also gives rise to this
memoir's central mystery: an enigmatic family secret that darkened the relationship between
Johnston's father and grandfather. Apparently a dispute over loyalty to Newfoundland, this
betrayal-tinged affair seems somewhat contrived as the book's emotional touchstone and
remains a disconcerting false note in an otherwise skillfully composed reminiscence.
(June)Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library JournalUnfortunately,
Johnston's memoir--covering Newfoundland's unforgiving terrain, awful weather, and the
generations of his Newfoundland family who fought against union with Canada--follows hard
upon The Colony of Unrequited Dreams, his fiction dealing with many of the same topics. A
reader unfamiliar with that brilliant novel might find more entertainment in this mellow and
sedately paced true story. Neither the close vote that united Newfoundland with Canada nor the
endless variety of bad weather endured by the region's inhabitants is sufficiently interesting to
keep this volume from being slow going, except to those who are present or expatriate
Newfoundlanders. Johnston's vivid and often lovely writing, however, does entice. A word about
the title: Lord Baltimore, one of the first New World colonists, arrived at his newly built mansion in
the 1620s. After narrowly surviving one winter, he and other survivors sailed back to England,
leaving his mansion to decay. A metaphor? Probably. Select this with care. It is beautiful,
inoffensive, and intelligent but not very exciting.---Judith Kicinski, Sarah Lawrence Coll. Lib.,
Bronxville, NY Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Kirkus ReviewsA beguiling
combination of family history and autobiography, this first nonfiction work from Ontario novelist
Johnston (The Colony of Unrequited Dreams, 1999) forms a revealing appendage to his own
fictional works.We are given the experiences of three generations of Johnstons in a carefully
shaped narrative that blends together chronological history, the adult Johnston s backward
looks at his own childhood, and fictionalized reconstructions of quietly climactic moments in the
lives of Johnston s paternal grandfather Charlie and father Art. The former was a blacksmith
and fisherman in  Ferryland, the original name of the colony founded in the 1620s by



England s Lord Baltimore (the site of whose mansion, long since destroyed, is still sought by
archaeologists and scholars). Art was a better educated, more opinionated sort who went away
to college vowing to escape the hardships that had claimed Charlie, but ended up a  fish-
preoccupied, fish-infatuated man who would become a federal fisheries inspector. Their
episodic stories are unified by the Johnstons (most especially Art s) ongoing hatred of the
 Confederation (with mainland Canada, accomplished in 1947) and its avatar the resourceful
politician Joseph Smallwood a theme echoed in such vivid sequences as young Wayne s train
journey across the province (in protest against  the first trans-island paved road and the advent
of buses) and a wistful description of the author s leavetaking from home (for college, and the
hope of becoming a writer). The book climaxes with Johnston s movingly imagined re-creation
of the  final days, during which Charlie and Art separately (and dourly) await the dawning of
Confederation, and with it the loss of their country s independence and their awareness of their
own powerlessness and mortality.Johnston is a master of understatement wringing honest
nostalgic emotion from simple declarative sentences. Here he offers a rich display of the
rhetorical skills and heartfelt cultural recall that make his novels so enchanting and rewarding. --
Copyright © 2000 Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.ReviewPraise for The Colony of
Unrequited Dreams:"The Colony of Unrequited Dreams is an indispensable masterpiece. It
reshapes and animates history with luminous verisimilitude. Every page of Wayne Johnston's
stunning novel displays the highest regard for his reader's intelligence and for the art of writing
itself...Mr. Johnston has genius in him, and I think haunting, unmitigated, uncanny vision and
grace."--Howard Norman"This splendid, entertaining novel is both a version of David
Copperfield transposed to twentieth-century Newfoundland and an evocation of vanished ways
of life in a place caught in tumultuous political changes. Rich and complex, it offers Dickensian
pleasures."--Andrea Barrett"A novel of cavernous complexity that nevertheless does not
overwhelm the reader, who can repose in pure narrative."--Luc Sante, New York Times Book
Review"As absorbing as fiction can be-and a marvelous introduction to the work of one of our
continent's best writers."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review)"Wayne Johnston is a brilliant and
accomplished writer, and his Newfoundland--boots and boats, rough politics and rough country,
history and journalism--during the wild Smallwood years is vivid and sharp."--Annie
Proulx"Grand and operatic...this brilliantly clever evocation of a slice of Canadian history
establishes Johnston as a writer of vast abilities and appeal."--Publishers Weekly (starred
review)"A mighty accomplishment: Here's a novel that is as much a tale of two people as it is a
history of the harsh, odd, and ultimately fascinating land from which they hail. There is indeed
more to Newfoundland than salt cod and tundra, and Johnston brings it all to life."--Chris
Bohjalian, San Francisco Chronicle Book Review"A long, impassioned, absorbing
novel...bravura storytelling."--Dennis Drabelle, Washington Post Book World"A capacious, old-
fashioned summer hammock of a book--the kind you fall into, enchanted, and hate to leave...I
wouldn't have missed the trip for anything."--Dan Cryer, NewsdayFrom the Inside FlapThe
acclaimed author of The Colony of Unrequited Dreams introduces us to the Johnstons of



Newfoundland in an intimate, captivating memoir of three generations of fathers and sons.The
New York Times called Wayne Johnston's The Colony of Unrequited Dreams "an eventful,
character-rich book...a brilliant and bravura literary performance." His marvelous new memoir,
Baltimore's Mansion, is equally impressive, filled with heart-stopping descriptions, a cast of
stubborn, acerbic, yet entirely irresistible family members, and an evocation of time and place
reminiscent of his best fiction.Charlie Johnston is the famed blacksmith of Ferryland, a Catholic
colony founded by Lord Baltimore in the 1620s on the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. For
his prowess at the forge, he is considered as necessary as a parish priest at local weddings. But
he must spend the first cold hours of every workday fishing at sea with his sons, one of whom,
the author's father, Arthur, vows that as an adult he will never look to the sea for his livelihood.In
the heady months leading to the referendum that results in Newfoundland being "inducted" into
Canada, Art leaves the island for college and an eventual career with Canadian Fisheries,
studying and regulating a livelihood he and his father once pursued. He parts on mysterious
terms with Charlie, who dies while he's away, and Art is plunged into a lifelong battle with the
personal demons that haunted the end of their relationship. Years later, Wayne prepares to
leave at the same age Art was when he said good-bye to Charlie, and old patterns threaten to
repeat themselves.At times a harrowing tale of trails in the darkness, of grand desolation and
dangerous coasts, Baltimore's Mansion speaks to us all about the hardships, blessings, and
power of family relationships, of leaving home and returning.From the Back CoverPraise for The
Colony of Unrequited Dreams:"The Colony of Unrequited Dreams is an indispensable
masterpiece. It reshapes and animates history with luminous verisimilitude. Every page of
Wayne Johnston's stunning novel displays the highest regard for his reader's intelligence and for
the art of writing itself...Mr. Johnston has genius in him, and I think haunting, unmitigated,
uncanny vision and grace."--Howard Norman"This splendid, entertaining novel is both a version
of David Copperfield transposed to twentieth-century Newfoundland and an evocation of
vanished ways of life in a place caught in tumultuous political changes. Rich and complex, it
offers Dickensian pleasures."--Andrea Barrett"A novel of cavernous complexity that nevertheless
does not overwhelm the reader, who can repose in pure narrative."--Luc Sante, New York Times
Book Review"As absorbing as fiction can be-and a marvelous introduction to the work of one of
our continent's best writers."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review)"Wayne Johnston is a brilliant and
accomplished writer, and his Newfoundland--boots and boats, rough politics and rough country,
history and journalism--during the wild Smallwood years is vivid and sharp."--Annie
Proulx"Grand and operatic...this brilliantly clever evocation of a slice of Canadian history
establishes Johnston as a writer of vast abilities and appeal."--Publishers Weekly (starred
review)"A mighty accomplishment: Here's a novel that is as much a tale of two people as it is a
history of the harsh, odd, and ultimately fascinating land from which they hail. There is indeed
more to Newfoundland than salt cod and tundra, and Johnston brings it all to life."--Chris
Bohjalian, San Francisco Chronicle Book Review"A long, impassioned, absorbing
novel...bravura storytelling."--Dennis Drabelle, Washington Post Book World"A capacious, old-



fashioned summer hammock of a book--the kind you fall into, enchanted, and hate to leave...I
wouldn't have missed the trip for anything."--Dan Cryer, NewsdayAbout the AuthorWayne
Johnston is the author of four novels, including The Colony of Unrequited Dreams and The
Divine Ryans. He was born and raised in Newfoundland and now lives in Toronto.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I am foreborn of spud runts who fled the famines of
Ireland in the 1830s, not a man or woman among them more than five foot two, leaving behind a
life of beggarment and setting sail for what since Malory were called the Happy Isles to take up
unadvertised positions as servants in the underclass of Newfoundland.Having worked off their
indenture, they who had been sea-fearing farmers became seafaring fishermen and learned
some truck-augmenting trade or craft that they practised during the part of the year or day when
they could not fish.Their names.In reverse order: Johnston. Johnson. Jonson.
Jenson...MacKeown. "Mac" in Gaelic meaning "son" and Keown "John."My father grew up in a
house that was blessed with water from an iceberg. A picture of that iceberg hung on the walls in
the front rooms of the many houses I grew up in. It was a blown-up photograph that yellowed
gradually with age until we could barely make it out. My grandmother, Nan Johnston, said the
proper name for the iceberg was Our Lady of the Fjords, but we called it the Virgin Berg.In 1905,
on June 24, the feast day of St. John the Baptist and the day in 1497 of John Cabot's landfall at
Cape Bonavista and "discovery" of Newfoundland, an iceberg hundreds of feet high and bearing
an undeniable likeness to the Blessed Virgin Mary appeared off St. John's harbour. As word of
the apparition spread, thousands of people flocked to Signal Hill to get a glimpse of it. An ever-
growing flotilla of fishing boats escorted it along the southern shore as it passed Petty Harbour,
Bay Bulls, Tors Cove, Ferryland, where my father's grandparents and his father, Charlie, who
was twelve, saw it from a rise of land known as the Gaze.At first the islands blocked their view
and all they could see was the profile of the Virgin. But when it cleared Bois Island, they saw the
iceberg whole. It resembled Mary in everything but colour. Mary's colours were blue and white,
but the Virgin Berg was uniformly white, a startling white in the sunlight against the blue-green
backdrop of the sea. Mary's cowl and shawl and robes were all one colour, the same colour as
her face and hands, each feature distinguishable by shape alone. Charlie imagined that, under
the water, was the marble pedestal, with its network of veins and cracks. Mary rode without one
on the water and there did not extend outwards from her base the usual lighter shade of sea-
green sunken ice.The ice was enfolded like layers of garment that bunched about her feet. Long
drapings of ice hung from her arms, which were crossed below her neck, and her head was
tilted down as in statues to meet in love and modesty the gaze of supplicants below.Charlie's
mother fell to her knees, and then his father fell to his. Though he wanted to run up the hill to get
a better look at the Virgin as some friends of his were doing, his parents made him kneel beside
them. His mother reached up and, putting her hand on his shoulder, pulled him down. A convoy
of full-masted schooners trailed out behind the iceberg like the tail of some massive kite. It was
surrounded at the base by smaller vessels, fishing boats, traps, skiffs, punts. His mother said the
Hail Mary over and over and blessed herself repeatedly, while his father stared as though



witnessing some end-of-the-world-heralding event, some sight foretold by prophets in the last
book of the Bible. Charlie was terrified by the look on his father's face and had to fight back the
urge to cry. Everywhere, at staggered heights on the Gaze, people knelt, some side-on to keep
their balance, others to avert their eyes, as if to look for too long on such a sight would be a
sacrilege.A man none of them knew climbed the hill frantically, lugging his camera, which he
assembled with shaking hands, trying to balance the tripod, propping up one leg of it with
stones. He crouched under his blanket and held above his head a periscope-like box which, with
a flash and a puff of foul-smelling yellow smoke, exploded, the mechanism confounded by the
Virgin, Charlie thought, until days later when he saw the picture in the Daily News. Even then it
seemed to him that the Virgin must have lent the man's machine the power to re-create in black
and white her image on the paper, the same way she had willed the elements to fashion her
image out of ice.He had seen photographs before but had never watched as one was taken. She
was the first object he had seen both in real life and in photographs. For the rest of his life,
whenever he saw a photograph, he thought of her and the man he had been so surprised to see
emerge unharmed from beneath his blanket.How relieved he was when the Virgin Berg and her
attending fleet sailed out of sight and his parents and the other grownups stood up and blessed
themselves. Soon the miracle became mere talk, less and less miraculous the more they tried to
describe what they had seen, as if, now that it was out of sight, they doubted that its shape had
been quite as perfect as it seemed when it was looming there in front of them.They heard later of
things they could not see from shore, of the water that ran in rivers from the Virgin, from her head
and from her shoulders, and that spouted from wound-like punctures in her body, cascading
down upon the boats below, onto the fishermen and into the barrels and buckets they
manoeuvred into place as best they could. Some fishermen stood, eyes closed and mouths
wide open, beneath the little waterfalls, gulping and gagging on the ice-cold water, their hats
removed, their hair and clothing drenched, hands uplifted.From the Trade Paperback
edition.Read more
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Death on the Ice: The Great Newfoundland Sealing Disaster of 1914



Sharon, Tyler, Texas, “Excellent Book. I thoroughly enjoyed reading Baltimore's Mansion. Wayne
Johnston writes in a wonderfully detailed prose, almost poetical at times. I loved the dynamics
between father and son, and grandfather and father, and the rich descriptions of growing up in
Ferryland. I appreciated the love the father had for an "independent" Newfoundland, and how
the election results affected him the rest of his life. I'm not sure how true to history Mr. Johnston
described the winter that Lord Baltimore lived in Ferryland, but I am visiting there soon and will
stop at Avalon, and look out from the Gaze, and will reread the chapter to my daughters there.”

Barbara N Lawrence, “Four Stars. enjoyed reading account of author's family history, good read!”

Linda Wells, “Baltimore's Mansion. Although I have not read "Baltimore's Mansion" yet I really
enjoy Wayne Johnston's books. I'd bet anything that he would appreciate if his name was
spelled Johnston rather than Johnson.”

Nachmias Family, “About a lititle know nation - Newfoundland. Absolutely wonderful stories
about Newfoundland.  However, the Kindle text was marred by many errors.”

Don Gregorio, “Five Stars. This is the stuff of magic.”

MV, “dramatic nostalgia for a place. There is a dramatic nostalgia to this memoir that becomes
overbearing by the end but is enticing and rich at the beginning. Johnston recounts the history of
Newfoundlands confederation and how powerful an effect it had on his family. What becomes
clear in the reading is how powerful (or how imagined) the pull of place can be. Johnston's father
and grandfather are very immersed in their location but not just geographically but what it means
to them spiritually or physically. And, yet, the grandfather apparently votes against
Newfoundland remaining its own country and disappoints his son so powerfully that the son
carries this disappointment with him and passes it on the author himself.What I find difficult in
these books is the sense that the characters can't move on. Isn't there a moment when people
can no longer hold onto that which was or that which they wished were? Apparently
not.Baltimore, the title of the book, refers to one of the first settlers to the area who arrived in the
17th century, weathered one winter and fled after most of his group died, largely as a result of
the horrific winters. Clearly Newfoundland is not a warm and welcoming place, but that doesn't
matter and that's what the author does such a good job conveying."”

Paul Harrington, “Words left unspoken. This is a book about loss.About the loss of
communication between generations.About the loss of a proud nation when its citizens, by the
slimmest of margins, voted to be assimilated into Canada.And about the loss of opportunity to
lay to rest family ghosts and unresolved questions.Unlike his novel "The Colony of Unrequited



Dreams", Johnston's memoir is episodic and compartmentalized. The underlying theme is the
anguish felt by so many Newfoundlanders when they were forced to choose in a referendum
between remaining an independent country or casting in their lot with Canada.We experience
that anguish through the relationships between generations.There is Johnston's grandfather,
an outport blacksmith who carries a secret about the referendum to his grave.There is
Johnston's father, a reluctant federal civil servant who rarely misses an opportunity to bemoan
Newfoundland's merger with Canada and berate those who voted for it.And there is Johnston
himself, who is so conflicted about his relationship with his father and grandfather, and with his
native Newfoundland, that he can only write about it by leaving."Baltimore's Mansion" is most
successful in its marvelous vignettes: a nearly disastrous trip into the country to cut ice from a
pond, a ride across the island on a much-loved but hopelessly inefficient passenger train about
to be taken out of service by the Canadian government, the last enigmatic meeting on the
beach between Johnston's father and grandfather, and Johnston's own confrontation with a
howling winter storm on a remote island where he has retreated to come to terms with what he
wants to write.Each is a short story unto itself and full of vividly descriptive writing."Baltimore's
Mansion" also has moments of humour, but the lasting sense is one of regret. Regret for the
lost intimacy of small harbours and houses, regret for questions unasked and words left
unspoken, regret for a time that was that will never be again.While this must have been a
difficult book to write, it is a pleasure to read: full of character, atmosphere and a sharp sense of
what  was lost when Newfoundland surrendered its nationhood.”

agedone, “Memories. Having been to Newfoundland last year, this brought back lots of
memories of Ferryland and St John's. It is very evocative and made me glad to have visited
Newfoundland in the summer!!”

Tonya C, “Excellent read!. I am a fan of Wayne Johnston's books and had actually ready this
book in the past, but I have recently moved to Newfoundland and wanted to revisit this book. It
paints a vivid picture of his family history in the area, weaving his personal history into the
historic places and events of the area. It was a fantastic read, made all the more enjoyable now
that I have visited some of the places and soaked in the atmosphere of these places.”

Julie49, “Excellent read.. Love this author! Great writing! Great book!”

Judith Grant, “Five Stars. I loved this novel - close to home and a great book to read.”

E. T. Quick, “Daily Life in NL at That Time. Having lived through this period in NL history I find
Baltimore's Mansion both delightful and nostalgic. Most communities in NL at that time
experienced the same trauma as pro or anti confederate.”

The book by Robert Descharnes has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 33 people have provided feedback.
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